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THE VISION OF A GLOBAL GROUP

Our main brands

Nº 1 in Spain Nº 1 in BrazilNº 2 in Italy

We introduce round cans 
to the Spanish market. 

1965

We invented the 3-can pack.1978

First success in advertising Claro, Calvo.1980

We acquired Italian group Nostromo.  1993

We develop the first low-salt 
canned tuna product.2001

We acquire the Brazilian 
group Gomes da Costa.

We introduce the Responsible 
Engagement strategy and 
the 2025 Goals.

We launched Easy Flip, a new way 
to package, manufacture and 
consume tuna.

2004

2019

2021

We invented a machine that is able to 
produce 36 cans of tuna per minute.

1956

Grupo Calvo is born with a canning 
factory in Carballo (Galicia).

1940

We joined the United 
Nations Global Compact.2016

Our factories in Spain achieve 
the Zero Waste management 
certification.

2022

We built the factory in 
La Unión (El Salvador).2003

The family name brand that 
started it all
The family name brand that started it all 
Born in 1940 in the Galician town of 
Carballo, Calvo is the leading brand in the 
Spain in canned tuna and mussels.

Calvo brand is present in 42 countries.
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milestones

81 years of continuous improvement, 81 years learning from our value chain

From the sea to your table
Born in 1951 in Italy and acquired by Grupo 
Calvo in 1993, Nostromo is the second leading 
brand in the Italian market in canned tuna.

Nostromo brand is present in 10 countries.

Health and comfort!
Born in 1954 in Brazil, and acquired by Grupo 
Calvo in 2004. Gomes da Costa is the leading 
brand in Brazil in canned tuna and sardines.

Gomes da Costa brand is present in 13 countries.

678 M€
Annual turnover Countries with

commercial presence

68
Tons sold of finished product

100.357
Sta� around the world

5.215



Tuna in olive oil
This variety is the result of the selection and preparation of the best 
tuna. Calvo uses only the best olive oil and the tastiest part of the 
tuna, the tenderloin, so you can enjoy unparalleled taste and texture.

Tuna in olive oil with oregano / with garlic
Our classic tuna in olive oil combined with oregano and garlic in 
these two delicious variations.

Tuna in sunflower oil
Our most classic recipe. An excellent combination of the tenderloin, 
which is the tastiest part of the tuna and sunflower oil.

Tuna in water
Our selection of tuna in water is ideal if you are watching your 
figure because it contains 95% less fat (compared to tuna in oil). 
Less fat and yet all the flavour of Calvo’s best tuna.

Tuna Steak in glass jar
The best selection of tuna steaks in glass jar. A high quality gourmet 
product perfect for salads and special occasions. Available in olive oil 
and water.

Tuna in tomato sauce
Calvo tuna in tomato sauce has a unique flavor, the result of a perfect 
blend of the best part of tuna, the tenderloin, with a delicious tomato 
sauce. A di�erent way to prepare healthy and tasty recipes

FAT FREE

Tuna for sandwich
This new line is the quickest and tastier solution to prepare your 
sandwiches. Made from the best tuna loins, it comes in succulent tuna 
chunks with new flavours like spicy Jalapeño, Smoked and Pizzaiola.

Fat Free / Low salt
For those who want to stay healthy Calvo o�ers two alternatives: ZERO 
Fat Tuna and low salt tuna. With all the flavor of Calvo tuna but with the 
presentation already drained and a reduction of 80% of salt respectively.



NEW

Foodie Salads
CALVO launches the Foodie salad line, with 2 new recipes:Edamame 
and Chickpeas, made with ingredients adapted to a healthier and 
nutritionally balanced diet.

Traditional salads
Ready-to-eat tuna salads are prepared with the freshest and most natural ingredients. Enjoy 
them plain, mix it with your salads or garnish your favourite dishes. Now also in bipack!

Mussels
Calvo mussels are rigorously selected, using only natural ingredients, 
so you can enjoy their exquisite taste, texture, and quality.

Squids
With the freshest squids and the most appetizing sauces based 
on natural recipes, it’s a product range destined for those who 
love the taste of the sea and quality.

Sardines
Fresh sardines from the Atlantic Ocean are carefully selected and 
put under a meticulous cleaning process, which guarantees all their 
natural taste, freshness and silver shiny hints.

Tuna Pates
The tuna expert presents the tuna pate concept: Classic, with Tomato 
and with Olives, a nutritious and tasty range. Tins have an “Easy Peel” 
opening, which is simple and safe, as well as an airtight lid to keep the 
flavour intact after opened.

Salmon in water
Perfect to complement healthy lifestyle habits. Ideal for salads and all 
kinds of recipes, our salmon provides the recommended daily intake of 
protein and omega 3.
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WE WANT TO BE BETTER EVERYDAY

People ENVIRONMENT OCEANS

responsible
commitment

NEW

Tuna in sunflower oil with MSC certificate
CALVO, always at the forefront of sustainability, becomes the first company in Spain with MSC tuna.
The MSC certification guarantees that the tuna has been caught complying with the criteria of 
responsible and environmentally friendly fishing, and also, it is completely traceable to its origin. 
Responding to the demand of customers looking for more sustainable fishing products.


